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VOLUME II: Essential Frameworks for Disruption and Uncertainty
Practical frameworks to help you and your business stay relevant in the 21st century

▪ When nothing is written in stone, the futures are wide open to 
possibility

▪ With “failovation,” even failure can generate innovation

When new connections are made with a multiplicity of 
perspectives and diverging points of view, inspiration is 
unleashed.
EXCERPT FROM VOLUME II,
ESSENTIAL FRAMEWORKS FOR DISRUPTION AND UNCERTAINTY

Enjoy these sample slides from Volume II of The Definitive Guide to Thriving 
on Disruption. To purchase the Guidebooks, including over 500 exclusive 
illustrations and toolkits, check out www.thrivingondisruption.com 

http://www.thrivingondisruption.com


#failovation
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FAILURE + INNOVATION = FAILOVATION 
The sort of failure that generates innovation 
(potentially prompting a standing ovation)

HOW TO CAPITALIZE ON FAILURE

Adopt a mindset that sees failures as valuable steps in learning
Mistakes are gifts: failures are opportunities for new ideas.

Fail early, fail fast, fail often, and fail forward
The cost of failure early in a project is much less expensive than the cost later.

Integrate data and insights from your failures
Treat failures as experiments that generate valuable information.

Celebrate failures and the lessons you’ve learned
Teams bond faster when they fail together without blame.



What if…?
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INTUITION Avoid preconceptions, trust yourself & your judgment

INSPIRATION Explore - be curious, inspired, and imaginative

IMPROVISATION Experiment with authenticity, mistakes, and ambiguity

INVENTION Nothing is predetermined: we invent our futures

IMPOSSIBLE Confidence to wander, fail & stumble upon the impossible

IMAGINATION Ask broad questions, break from the present

The 6 i’s to Driving and Thriving on Disruption
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SHORT-TERM INITIATIVES LONG-TERM GOALS & CHECKSTHE 6 I’S

Applying the 6 i’s Toolkit
Each “i” serves as a tool that can be used as a pathway to affecting change. Think in terms of 

short-term initiatives and long-term goals and checks in relation to each.



Trends continue...
until they don’t.

Publisher of The Definitive Guide to Thriving on Disruption, the 
Disruptive Futures Institute is a think tank offering:

▪ Books, Research & Publishing
▪ Executive Education
▪ Keynotes, Masterclasses & Courses
▪ Rethinking Governance from Boardrooms to Policymakers

Stay connected with the Disruptive Futures Institute in San Francisco:
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INSTAGRAM
@disrupt_futures

TWITTER
@disrupt_futures

YOUTUBE
DFI Channel

LINKEDIN
Disruptive 

Futures Institute

MEDIUM
Disruptive Futures 

Institute

FACEBOOK
DFI Facebook Group

PINTEREST
Disrupt Futures

Meet the Disruptive Futures Institute

Contact us at: info@disruptivefutures.org

https://www.instagram.com/disrupt_futures/
https://twitter.com/disrupt_futures
https://www.youtube.com/c/disruptivefuturesinstitute
https://www.linkedin.com/company/disruptivefuturesinstitute/
https://medium.com/disruptive-futures-institute
https://m.facebook.com/groups/disruptivefuturesinstitute/
https://www.pinterest.com/disrupt_futures/

